Quickly identify issues, analyze options and publish decisions to promote customer satisfaction

Sabre AirCentre Movement Control

Keeping Happy Customers
All airlines, regardless of size, are required to track their flight operations. While maintaining the flight status of every aircraft in your fleet, you must also communicate with external systems. The result is balanced schedules. However, on any given day, carefully balanced schedules can be impacted by various factors, including weather, mechanical issues and missed crew connections. Your objective is to minimize the impact of these factors on your operation to retain customers and enhance repeat business.

Optimizing The Customer Experience
With Sabre® AirCentre™ Movement Control, an integrated operations solution, your operations control personnel can easily monitor the status of their flights and reduce the impact of these factors — helping to ensure a positive travel experience.

Airlines use Movement Control as their primary system for maintenance of flight schedules and aircraft assignments. Interfaces for other operations-related systems such as crew scheduling, dispatch and aircraft maintenance enable Movement Control to propagate real-time information to keep all other systems synchronized with the latest operational data. With this information, users make sound decisions that help improve customer satisfaction.

Benefits
Improves operational coordination With immediate access to flight schedules, aircraft routing, payload, passenger connection, aircraft configuration, crew and airport information, users can quickly delay, cancel or re-route flights as well as perform simulations of alternative aircraft assignments.
Increases operational efficiency  The latest flight schedule information is automatically provided to crew, dispatch, airports, reservations, cargo and so on so users can focus on operational issues requiring immediate attention, enabling them to safely and easily manage a greater number of aircraft during a shift.

Provides better communication  Customized, automated, real-time messaging publishes changes to outside systems, including an optional Web-based tool for outstations.

Reduces cost  Increased user productivity reduces operating costs while systems costs are reduced through integration opportunities and elimination of dual data entry.

Offers powerful integration opportunities  Service-oriented architecture enables flexible and progressive use of the Sabre® ASx™ Airline Services Exchange — a technology environment that facilitates streamlined, robust integration.

Features
• Auto-updated database information,
• Easy-to-read colorful, graphic data,
• Customized user interface,
• Integrated crew information including connections,
• One location access to flight information,
• Simple, single-transaction irregular operations,
• Audit flight times tool,
• What-if functionality,
• Alerts,
• Airport restrictions and curfews,
• Built-in reports and a report writer for special reporting requirements,

Complementary Solutions
Movement Control works well with — Sabre® AirCentre™ Crew Control provides an end-to-end operations and crew solution, Sabre® AirCentre™ Flight Plan Manager ensures dispatch releases are based on the latest operational information, Sabre® AirCentre™ Maintenance Control monitors planned and unplanned aircraft maintenance activities and Sabre® AirCentre™ Recovery Manager uses sophisticated optimization techniques enabling airlines to quickly and efficiently recover their aircraft schedules following an operational disruption.

Our Unique Experience
At Sabre Airline Solutions®, our team of experts is ready to help power your progress by lowering your costs and generating more revenue for your airline. And with our comprehensive portfolio, you can market your experience, sell your product, serve your customers and operate efficiently across your entire airline.
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Figure 1 Operations control personnel can easily monitor the status of their flights with Sabre AirCentre Movement Control.